Systemic vascular resistance in cirrhosis: a predictor of severity?
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Background: The aim of this study was to investigate whether systemic vascular resistance (SVR) correlates with validated prospective scoring systems such as Model for End-stage Liver Disease (MELD) and its modifications.

Methods: Patients with cirrhosis, who were admitted to hospital with decompensation (as defined by development of ascites, hepatic encephalopathy, and variceal bleeding) and underwent echocardiography were included in this study. Laboratory data required for computing MELD score, serum bilirubin, serum creatinine, international normalized ratio, and serum sodium were collected for every patient. We tabulated hemodynamic and echocardiography parameters that enabled calculation of SVR. We analyzed the correlation between SVR and each of the individual prognostic scores.

Results: A total of 771 patients with a diagnosis of decompensated cirrhosis were included in the study. Two hundred and sixty-two patients were found to have a low sodium level (<135 mEq/L) and 509 were found to have a normal sodium level (>135 mEq/L). In the patients with hyponatremia, we found statistically significant inverse correlations between SVR and validated liver severity models. However, these correlations were not seen in patients with normonatremia.

Conclusion: We observed a statistically significant inverse correlation between SVR and all the validated liver disease severity models used in this study among patients with hyponatremia but not in those with normonatremia.
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Introduction
Cirrhosis is the end stage in the spectrum of chronic liver disease, characterized by advanced fibrosis and formation of regenerative nodules with distortion of underlying normal hepatic architecture. The most commonly implicated causes of cirrhosis include viral agents (hepatitis B and hepatitis C), alcohol, and nonalcoholic fatty liver disease. The prevalence of cirrhosis in the general population has been estimated to be between 4.5% and 9.5% in some studies based on autopsies.3 There are multiple prognostic scores that predict the mortality from chronic liver disease, of which the Child-Pugh score and the Model for End-stage Liver Disease (MELD) score are the most commonly used. MELD is a validated scoring system used to predict mortality and is a composite of the patient’s laboratory values for serum bilirubin and serum creatinine, and the international normalized ratio (INR) for prothrombin time. The MELD scoring system is currently used by the United Network for Organ Sharing to
stratify and prioritize patients for liver transplantation. The MELD score has been shown to be at least equivalent to the Child-Pugh score in predicting survival of patients with cirrhosis. However, the MELD score does not suffer from subjective scoring differences (such as those that could occur with the Child-Pugh scoring system while estimating the degree of ascites and encephalopathy) and has a greater discriminatory continuous scoring capacity.

Hyponatremia is a common laboratory finding in patients with decompensated liver disease. It has been noted in several studies that inclusion of the serum sodium level, especially in hyponatremic patients, increases the predictive accuracy of MELD in chronic liver disease. Hyponatremia mirrors the underlying primary changes in hemodynamic parameters, such as vasodilation with decreased systemic vascular resistance (SVR), and subsequent compensatory neurohumoral adaptations, such as increased antidiuretic hormone secretion. The severity of vasodilation increases with progression of liver disease, leading to renal hypoperfusion and hepatorenal syndrome in some patients. It has been postulated that the marked reduction in SVR results from inability of the liver to metabolize circulating vasodilators such as nitric oxide, eicosanoids, bile salts, adenosine, and tachykinins. Therefore, SVR could theoretically be a single predictor for severity of liver disease. In this retrospective study, we aimed to determine the correlation of SVR with validated liver disease severity scoring systems like MELD and MELDNa (MELD sodium score). We also looked at the correlation between SVR and other scoring systems, including iMELD (integrated MELD), MESO (MELD to serum sodium ratio), and UKEF LD (United Kingdom Model for End-Stage Liver Disease).

Materials and methods

Patients

This retrospective study was performed according to the Declaration of Helsinki. The Bronx Lebanon Hospital Center Institution Review Board (IRB) at the study location approved the protocol. The period of study was the 10 years from 2002 to 2012. The data were collected from patient electronic medical records and tabulated in Microsoft Excel. Patients with cirrhosis who were admitted to hospital (floor and intensive care unit) with decompensation (development of ascites, hepatic encephalopathy, variceal bleeding) and underwent echocardiography within 30 days of the index admission were included in the study. Patients with pre-existing kidney disease and those with other possible causes of hyperdynamic circulation, including sepsis and thyrotoxicosis, were excluded, as were patients who had undergone any portosystemic or arteriovenous shunting procedure.

We collected baseline demographic data, including age, sex, and ethnicity, for the two study groups: normonatremic group (those with serum sodium level of >135 mEq/L), and the hyponatremic group (those with serum sodium level of <135 mEq/L). We also collected laboratory data, including serum bilirubin, serum creatinine, INR, and serum sodium for every patient included in the study. We tabulated the hemodynamic (heart rate, mean arterial blood pressure in mmHg) and echocardiography parameters (stroke volume in mL) that enabled us to calculate the SVR (mean arterial blood pressure in mmHg/cardiac output in L/minute). We calculated the MELD score \[9.57 \times \ln \text{(creatinine in mg/dL)} + 3.78 \times \ln \text{(bilirubin in mg/dL)} + 11.2 \times \ln \text{(INR)} + 6.43\], MELD-Na score \[\text{MELD} + 1.59 \times (135 - \text{Na in mmol/L})\], MESO score \[\text{MELD} - \text{Na in mmol/L} - (0.025 \times \text{MELD} + 140 - \text{Na in mmol/L}) + 140\], iMELD score \[\text{MELD} + (\text{age in years} \times 0.3) - (0.7 \times \text{Na in mmol/L}) + 100\], and UKEF LD score \[5 \times 0.3 \times \ln \text{(creatinine in } \mu\text{mol/L}) + 0.6 \times \ln \text{(bilirubin in } \mu\text{mol/L}) - 13 \times \ln \text{(Na in mmol/L) + 70}\] for every patient in the study. We looked at the correlation between stroke volume and each of the abovementioned severity scores. We did not include Child-Pugh scores because there was considerable heterogeneity in documentation of subjective variables of ascites and hepatic encephalopathy found on retrospective chart review. Compliance of study subjects with medical therapy could not be ascertained beyond reasonable doubt.

MELD-Na and MELDNa scores are modifications of the original MELD scoring system incorporating serum sodium levels. Even though these two scores employ different equations for calculation, there was no significant difference observed between their accuracies for outcome prediction in acute decompensated hepatitis. As sodium is an independent risk factor for predicting mortality in liver disease, its incorporation led to a higher score being awarded to hyponatremic patients when compared with normonatremic patients having comparable MELD scores. Sodium was found to accurately weigh in and prognosticate the complications of cirrhosis, such as ascites and hepatorenal syndrome. MELD-Na was more accurate at predicting mortality, especially in patients with severe liver disease (MELD scores 20–39). Increased mortality with advancing age in cirrhosis has been observed in a number of studies. A review of multiple prognostic studies showed that age is the single most important predictor of mortality, but is not usually included in the standardized scoring systems. ImELD...
(integrated MELD) score which incorporates age into a liver disease severity scoring, had better performance in predicting 3-, 6-, and 12-month mortality. The hepatic venous pressure gradient is an independent prognostic factor for mortality in cirrhosis. The Meso score has been shown to correlate well with the hepatic venous pressure gradient and has been shown to improve the prognostic ability of MELD in patients with compensated or moderately decompensated cirrhosis. UKELD was developed as a substitute for MELD because the latter was not specifically designed to predict mortality in patients on the transplant list. UKELD has been shown to more accurately predict mortality on the transplant list when compared with MELD or MELD-Na scores.

Evaluation of results
We intended to identify the prognostic value of SVR as a single entity, according to its correlation with prospectively validated scoring systems such as MELD and its modifications.

Statistical analysis
A P-value < 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant. Linear regression, unpaired t-test were used to look at the relationship between two continuous variables. Fisher’s exact test was used for comparing two categorical variables.

Results
In total, 771 patients with a diagnosis of decompensated cirrhosis were admitted to the hospital between January 2002 and December 2012. Of these patients, 262 were found to have a low sodium level (≤135 mEq/L) and 509 were found to have a normal sodium level (>135 mEq/L).

Baseline characteristics among hyponatremic and normonatremic patients are tabulated in Table 1. The hyponatremic group was younger (P=0.0012) but had a higher mean MELD score (P=0.0001) when compared with the normonatremic group. However, distributions according to sex, ethnicity, and etiology of liver disease were not significantly different between the two groups.

Linear regression analyses were performed to elucidate the correlation between SVR and each of the validated scores in the hyponatremic patients and normonatremic patients separately. There was a statistically significant inverse correlation (P=0.0376) between SVR and MELD score in patients with hyponatremia (Figure 1), but not in patients with normonatremia (P=0.29; Figure 2).

In patients with hyponatremia, there was a statistically significant inverse correlation between SVR and MELD-Na score (P=0.0322) and with MELD Na score (P=0.0194; Figures 3 and 4). We did not test for the correlation between SVR and MELD-Na score or MELDNa score in patients with normal serum sodium levels. These scores were validated only for lower levels of serum sodium.

There was a significant inverse correlation between the SVR and iMELD scores in patients with hyponatremia (P=0.0266) but not in those with normonatremia (P=0.4660) (Figures 5 and 6). There was a significant inverse correlation between the SVR and MESO scores in patients with hyponatremia (P=0.0356) but not in those with normonatremia (P=0.3036; Figures 7 and 8). There was also a significant inverse correlation between the SVR and UKELD scores in

---

**Table 1** Baseline characteristics among hyponatremic and normonatremic patients showing that the two groups had significant differences in mean age, serum sodium levels, and MELD scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Hyponatremic group (n=262)</th>
<th>Normonatremic group (n=509)</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean age, years (± SD)</td>
<td>56.14±11.25</td>
<td>57.97±11.53</td>
<td>0.0012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African</td>
<td>72 (27.4)</td>
<td>120 (23.5)</td>
<td>0.2533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Americans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanics</td>
<td>177 (67.5)</td>
<td>369 (72.4)</td>
<td>0.1561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whites</td>
<td>13 (4.9)</td>
<td>20 (3.9)</td>
<td>0.5735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males, n (%)</td>
<td>144 (54.9)</td>
<td>254 (49.9)</td>
<td>0.1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean MELD score (± SD)</td>
<td>8.91 (4.69)</td>
<td>6.76 (3.94)</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean serum sodium (± SD)</td>
<td>131.8 (3.9)</td>
<td>139.1 (2.5)</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etiology of liver disease, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatitis C</td>
<td>178 (67.9)</td>
<td>326 (64)</td>
<td>0.2995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol</td>
<td>84 (32.1)</td>
<td>183 (36)</td>
<td>0.2995</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Bold indicates statistically significant results.

Abbreviations: MELD, Model for End-stage Liver Disease; SD, standard deviation.

---

**Figure 1** Significant inverse correlation between SVR and MELD scores was found in the hyponatremic patients (P=0.0376; 95% confidence interval of slope −0.1068, −0.003442; r²=0.01672).

Abbreviations: SVR, systemic vascular resistance; MELD, Model for End-stage Liver Disease; MELD, Model for End-stage Liver Disease.
Figure 2. No significant correlation between SVR and MELD scores was found in normonatremic patients \((P=0.2924; 95\% \text{ confidence interval of slope} \approx -0.04539, 0.01365; R^2=0.002195)\).

Abbreviations: SVR, systemic vascular resistance; MELD, Model for End-stage Liver Disease.

Figure 3. A significant inverse correlation was found between SVR and MELD-Na scores in the hyponatremic patients \((P=0.0322; 95\% \text{ confidence interval of slope} \approx -0.2046, 0.009635; R^2=0.01773)\).

Abbreviations: SVR, systemic vascular resistance; MELD, Model for End-stage Liver Disease; MELD-Na, MELD sodium.

Figure 4. Significant correlation between SVR and MELD Na scores was found in hyponatremic patients \((P=0.0194; 95\% \text{ confidence interval of slope} \approx -0.1287, -0.01174; R^2=0.02109)\).

Abbreviations: SVR, systemic vascular resistance; MELD, Model for End-stage Liver Disease; MELD-Na, MELD sodium.

Figure 5. A significant inverse correlation was found between SVR and iMELD scores in hyponatremic patients \((P=0.0266; 95\% \text{ confidence interval of slope} \approx -0.1649, 0.01064; R^2=0.01899)\).

Abbreviations: SVR, systemic vascular resistance; MELD, Model for End-stage Liver Disease; iMELD, integrated MELD.

Figure 6. No significant correlation was found between SVR and iMELD scores in the normonatremic patients \((P=0.4660; 95\% \text{ confidence interval of slope} \approx -0.02668, 0.05832; R^2=0.001053)\).

Abbreviations: SVR, systemic vascular resistance; MELD, Model for End-stage Liver Disease; iMELD, integrated MELD.

Figure 7. Significant inverse correlation was found between SVR and MESO scores in hyponatremic patients \((P=0.0356; 95\% \text{ confidence interval of slope} \approx -0.08372, -0.003139; R^2=0.01707)\).

Abbreviations: SVR, systemic vascular resistance; MESO, MELD to serum sodium ratio; MELD, Model for End-stage Liver Disease.
patients with hyponatremia ($P=0.0225$) but not in those with normonatremia ($P=0.1380$; Figures 9 and 10).

**Discussion**

The pathognomonic hemodynamic changes in decompensated cirrhosis include a marked reduction in mean arterial blood pressure and SVR with an increase in cardiac output.$^{13,30}$ The vasodilation results in an abrupt decrease in renal perfusion pressure, with subsequent compensatory activation of the sodium-retaining and water-retaining neurohumoral mechanisms, which include activation of the renin–angiotensin system, activation of the sympathetic nervous system, and increased secretion of antidiuretic hormone. This compensation leads to net renal sodium and water retention. The relationship between the precipitating (vasodilation) and compensatory phenomena is directly proportional.$^{31,32}$ Therefore, serum sodium is a well recognized prognostic marker for severity of liver disease.

The exact mechanism of vasodilation with a drop in SVR in patients with decompensated cirrhosis is not yet fully understood. The most common implicated chemical mediator is nitric oxide.$^{33}$ It has been postulated that endotoxemia in cirrhosis induces expression of nitric oxide synthase within the vessel walls. Nitric oxide synthesized in this way is a potent vasodilator with a profound impact on mean arterial blood pressure and SVR.$^{34,35}$ This vasodilatory effect is further exacerbated by inefficient hepatic clearance of nitric oxide due to portal–systemic shunting.$^{36,37}$ Other potential local vasodilatory mediators in cirrhosis include carbon monoxide,$^{38}$ prostacyclin,$^{39}$ and hydrogen sulfide.$^{40}$

We aimed to see if SVR calculated from echocardiographic parameters correlated well with the validated models used for assessing the severity of liver disease. We found that the inverse correlation was significant in patients with a low sodium level, regardless of the scoring model used. This was not the case in patients with normal serum sodium levels. This observation is testament to the fact that SVR is a direct function of worsening hepatic function manifest by its inability to metabolize circulating vasodilators. Just as serum sodium level (especially at lower levels) was shown to be an independent prognostic factor for mortality and a marker of the severity of liver disease, it is only consistent that SVR too could be a good independent prognostic factor.

This understanding comes from the underlying pathophysiology of systemic vasodilation (decreased SVR) being the triggering factor for excess water retention with resultant dilutional hyponatremia. Further support for this argument comes from the observation that SVR had a poor correlation...
with any of the validated liver disease severity scores in the presence of normal serum sodium levels.

Our study was beset by the disadvantages inherent to a retrospective study. Even though we included only patients with a primary admitting diagnosis of decompensated liver cirrhosis, multiple unrecognized confounding variables could have led to false elevation of validated liver severity scores (nonhepatic causes of renal dysfunction, INR elevation). We only chose patients who underwent echocardiography during the index admission for inclusion in the study, thus creating potential selection bias. It could be argued that SVR was influenced by multiple factors other than hepatic dysfunction, including unrecognized sepsis, thryotoxicosis, and use of vasodilatory medications. Use of vasodilatory medications (including type and dose) could not be ascertained in most of the patients due to their poor recall at the time of admission or inadequate documentation. We looked at the correlation between SVR and validated liver disease severity scores, but not mortality or morbidity rates directly. We could not calculate mortality rates due to inadequate follow-up after discharge. Even the inpatient mortality during the index admission was not taken into account because we could not definitely ascertain the cause of death for each individual case. Therefore, it is only by proxy that it can be stated that SVR could be a valuable prognostic tool. The SVR values used in this study were calculated indirectly (without indwelling arterial catheter placement or measurement) from an echocardiographic parameters [cardiac output in L/min which was calculated from the formula: (end diastolic volume – end systolic volume)*heart rate]. These echocardiographic parameters were subject to interobserver variability, as were the SVR values calculated from them. However, diastology studies done over the past decade have shown that echocardiography is both a versatile and reliable tool for measuring various cardiac indices, including vascular resistance, even being referred to as “a noninvasive Swan-Ganz catheter”.41

In conclusion, we observed a statistically significant inverse correlation between SVR and all validated liver disease severity models only in patients with low serum sodium levels. In view of the abovementioned drawbacks of this study, we recommend further studies to elucidate more clearly the prognostic value of SVR in predicting clinical outcomes for patients with decompensated liver cirrhosis.
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